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Abstract. In this paper, we present an overview of existing and ongoing developments in multirate and co-simulation. These are structured into thematical sections, providing general information on the state of the art while additionally allowing an impression of the progress in developments.

The first sections cover research on co-simulation of ODE and DAE systems, including different coupling methods along with comparisons and stability studies. This is followed by a description of standards for co-simulation, specific developments such as frameworks and investigations on hybrid co-simulation or partitioned methods. In conclusion, general strategies for the development and validation of coupling methods and summarized information on methods and challenges are given.

Introduction

One of the major challenges in research on multirate and co-simulation is the delineation of literature belonging to this area: the term “co-simulation” itself has surfaced shortly before the millennium and although it has become more commonly known since, some authors conduct co-simulation as understood in Definition 1, but do not use this precise term¹.

Definition 1 (Co-Simulation [1]). Co-simulation is the coupling of two or more simulations which differ in at least one of the following aspects:

- simulation tool
- solver algorithm
- step size.

While raising no claim for all-encompassing consideration, the following overview includes some publications without usage of the term co-simulation that nevertheless provides the basis of scientific research this area. Chronologically arranged details on the mentioned literature allowing a perspective on the “history of co-simulation” may be found in [2].

1 Beginnings in Classical Co-simulation: Coupling of ODEs

The first investigations on multirate and co-simulation have started on ODE systems, motivated by differing stiffness properties and time constants in system parts [3, 4, 5] or aiming at faster computation by parallelization [6]. The approaches vary between solutions with the same, yet adaptive step size [3], an adaptive approach with order control [5] and the introduction of waveform iteration [7]. Propositions regarding consistency depending on the used extrapolation order are found in [4, 5, 8]. What these investigations have in common is that the considered ODE IVP can be divided into two (or more) partial systems as depicted in (1):

\[
\dot{x}_1 = f_1(t, x_1, x_2), \quad x_1(t_0) = x_{1,0} \quad (1a) \\
\dot{x}_2 = f_2(t, x_1, x_2), \quad x_2(t_0) = x_{2,0} \quad (1b)
\]

2 Coupling Methods for DAEs

Owned in particular to applications in mechanical systems, research on co-simulation has soon extended to differential-algebraic equation systems. These can be...
represented either as systems of ODEs which are coupled by algebraic constraints (see e.g. [9]), or systems of DAEs coupled by output-input dependencies (as in [10]). This means that the algebraic part can be restricted to the coupling equations (given for two subsystems in (2))

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_1 &= f_1(t, x_1, u_1), \quad x_1(t_0) = x_{1,0} \\
    x_2 &= f_2(t, x_2, u_2), \quad x_2(t_0) = x_{2,0} \\
    0 &= g(t, x_1, x_2, u_1, u_2)
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

or be part of every subsystem, shown for two subsystems in (3).

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_1 &= f_1(t, x_1, x_2), \quad x_1(t_0) = x_{1,0} \\
    y_1 &= g_1(t, x_1, u_1) \\
    u_1 &= L_1 y_1 \\
    x_2 &= f_2(t, x_1, x_2), \quad x_2(t_0) = x_{2,0} \\
    y_2 &= g_2(t, x_2, u_2) \\
    u_2 &= L_2 y_2
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

with time varying inputs \( u_i, i = 1, 2 \).

Specific coupling methods range from methods to regularize high-index DAEs [9, 11, 12] to automatic algorithms for the calculation of calling sequence [13] and linking of models [14]. The following sections cover certain kinds of coupling methods, therein iterative approaches (Section 2.1), master algorithms with different choices of macro step size (Section 2.2) and methods specialized in the decomposition and coupling of mechanical systems (Section 2.3). This arrangement may not be a classification (which may be found in [11]) but simply as means to provide a better overview owned to the multitude of referenced publications. In Section 2.4, works comparing two or more coupling approaches with respect to stability, accuracy or performance are presented. Investigations on stability and error estimations for co-simulation are found in Section 2.5.

### 2.1 Iterative methods

Iterative coupling methods, waveform relaxation (WR) in particular seem to have been introduced by [15] for DAEs, while the first mention including convergence theorems for certain methods applied to ODEs is found in [7]. In general, WR starts with a Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi type master step that is then repeated until desired tolerances are met. Thereby, a contractivity condition has to be fulfilled to guarantee stability and convergence [15, 16].

Throughout the years, dynamic iteration occurs time and again in different variations and improvements: The iterative approach presented by [17] utilizes reduced order models, [16] and [18] introduce preconditioning to counter instabilities while [19] present an iterative algorithm showing similarities to the sliding mode control method (cf. [12]) and the algorithm of [20, 21] uses interface Jacobians for stabilization. [22] extends the application on PDAEs and discusses emerging stability issues. In [23], a possibility for step size control is presented in addition to convergence criteria for coupled DAE systems in general.

### 2.2 Choice of macro steps

In this section, methods employing a dynamic choice of the macro step are presented. Most of these are adaptive algorithms where the macro step size, at which all subsystem simulators communicate, is chosen according to varying estimates. [24] and [25] realize automatic adaption of macro step sizes via a predictor-corrector method while [26] takes into account eigen frequencies of the overall and/or partial systems instead of local error estimates. [27] include an iterative approach with increasing macro size which is reduced again if a maximum of iterations is reached.

[28], on the other hand, present an algorithm without common macro steps, where the subsystems are solved sequentially with their individual step size, determining after every step the slowest und thus next system to be executed. A similar approach without synchronized time steps is applied by [29].

[30] point out challenges in macro step size control such as slow-down by small step sizes and error calculations, accuracy loss in case of large steps or, specific to co-simulation, the unknown influences between macro and micro steps.

### 2.3 Decomposition and coupling of mechanical systems

Coupling techniques for mechanical systems described as DAEs are assembled in this section. Due to the specific structure of these systems’ description, several investigations on their decomposition ([31, 32, 33, 34])
and further, gluing in the form of different force-force (also called "T-T"), force-displacement (T-X), and displacement-displacement (X-X) coupling approaches (cf. [1, 35]) are made. On the one hand, the corresponding literature can be distinguished depending on these gluing strategies: [36] present an X-X strategy, [37] and [38] a T-T method and [39] a T-X method, while the works of [35] compare all three and consider systems coupled by applied forces/torques ([40, 35]) and also systems coupled by reaction forces/torques [41, 42, 43]. In addition, they apply different stabilization techniques: by additional Lagrange multipliers ([40]), consideration of derivatives or integrals of coupling conditions ([44]), or Baumgarte stabilization ([43]). Iterative methods are found in [37, 38, 34]; semi-implicit (i.e. predictor-corrector) approaches are considered f.i. by [41, 25]. Furthermore, [39] apply automatic partitioning and parallel computing.

### 2.4 Comparisons

In this section, comparisons regarding performance, accuracy, stability or suitability among different co-simulation methods or versus a monolithic approach are presented. [45, 46, 47] present and compare different strong coupling schemes to simulate fluid-structure interaction. Comparisons of loose with strong coupling schemes for the application in building energy systems are performed in [48, 49], concluding that selecting one of these methods comes down to a choice between performance and independent time steps or accuracy. Regarding the possibility of modularity in multiphysics system simulation, [25] comes to the conclusion that classical co-simulation is advantageous compared to coupling of dynamic with static subsystems. [50] even implements a framework with the aim of comparing protocols for data exchange and different coupling methods.

Rather than algorithms themselves, different implementations of co-simulation masters are compared by [51]. [29] compare non-iterative slowest first and fastest first approaches with inter- and extrapolation polynomials of varying degrees with a – maybe for some researchers frustrating yet crucial – conclusion that the choice of the best coupling algorithm has to be exercised individually for every given problem.

### 2.5 Stability and error estimates

To quantify the worth of coupling methods, these have to be investigated for the numerical effects they have on separately nicely working integration algorithms.

Already in 1984, [5] use error estimates for the truncation error to adapt the macro step size. In general, the order of the global error of the coupled method is bounded by the error of the subsystem solvers and the extrapolation method [8, 52, 53, 54]. In general, consistency is maintained when consistent methods are co-simulated, but maybe of lower order [55].

Further error estimates, based on Richardson extrapolation, can be found in [56] and [57]; an investigation on relative consistency by calculating the defect in [58]. [59] quantify the convergence rate of co-simulation with more than two participating subsystems.

While in the area of partitioned methods, investigations on stability have been published since the 1980s (see Section 5), they gain currency only since the year 2000 for classical loose coupling schemes. As the field of numerics of differential equations and differential algebraic equations itself comes as a vast area of research, the combination of different methods out of this area is even harder to investigate from a general point of view. That generalized stability analysis is difficult to accomplish is also pointed out by [60]: “A detailed stability analysis for modular time-integration methods is technically very complicated since it has to take into account several types of stiff coupling terms and different extrapolation and interpolation methods”. Hence, many studies on stability of coupling methods are done on systems with certain limitations, such as constant extrapolation [61]. To obtain higher accuracy, however, a higher extrapolation order may be preferred, which can increase stability issues. These can be met by methods for stabilization such as iteration [10, 16], asynchronous algorithms [28, 29] or weighting algorithms [62]. For the latter, detailed error estimates regarding extrapolations of different order are given in [57]. An interesting outcome is that the reliability of estimates can depend on the kind of DAE coupling (T-T, X-T, or X-X, see Section 2.3).

Some promising stabilization techniques, such as the bilinear delay line by [63] or the introduction of filters by [10], require alteration of the models themselves, which is often not possible with complex problems of the integrate-and-collaborate kind.
The approach found in [64] stands out as they aim to increase stability by energy conservation between co-simulated systems, thereby using power bonds to calculate energy residuals. Stabilization of strongly coupled systems is addressed by [65].

[10] deduce that zero-stability cannot be guaranteed for loose coupling co-simulation in case algebraic loops occur and [61] shows that for sequential algorithms, the order in which the subsystems are executed is crucial for the stability properties of their co-simulation. Even in case of general convergence, the sequence of subsystem execution can influence the order of convergence [66].

3 Standards for Co-simulation

The variety of co-simulation methods and tools to be coupled with their origin from different fields of application has led to the desire of unification, which is aimed by the specification of standards. Still, these are constantly revised by the developers and also extended by other researchers to meet specific requirements. The two most popular standards which are also frequently found in the literature, the High Level Architecture and the Functional Mockup Interface, are presented here along with the DEV&DESS formalism. The latter – whether it may or may not be regarded as standard for co-simulation (cf. Section 2.12 in [2]) – constitutes an important approach that therefore also occurs occasionally, be it directly utilized or adapted, in the literature presented in this chapter.

3.1 High Level Architecture

The High Level Architecture (HLA) has been specified by the US Department of Defense to address the need for reuse and interoperability of simulations within the department. It provides an architecture defining functional elements, interfaces and design rules for simulation applications and a common framework for the definition of specific system architectures [67]. The HLA is software and programming language independent.

Its key functional components are federates, the runtime infrastructure (RTI) and the runtime interface. Federates can range from computer simulations to manned simulators and even interfaces to live players: the representation of a federate is not restricted as long as it allows the interaction with other objects through data exchanges via services from the RTI. The RTI is a distributed operating system offering these services for interaction and federation management. The runtime interface specification defines a standardized manner of interaction between the federates and the RTI independently from the implementation. Monitoring of simulation activities and interfaces to live participants such as control systems are also supported.

Formally, the HLA is defined by the following three components: object model template, interface specification, and the HLA rules. Different timing services by the HLA are described in [68].

It is made clear in [67] that while the HLA provides the minimum essential tools for interoperability, it is itself insufficient to guarantee interoperability.

3.2 Functional Mockup Interface

The Functional Mockup Interface (FMI) is a standard for model exchange and co-simulation initiated by the project MODELISAR and now maintained and developed by the Modelica Association. In a nutshell, the FMI defines the manner in which Functional Mockup Units (FMUs) have to be built so they can be imported by tools serving as master orchestrator and the functionalities and interfaces for the latter. When an FMU for model exchange is exported, the tool where the respective model has been implemented translates it into a dynamic system model in C-code with inputs and outputs. The models can contain events as well as differential, algebraic or discrete equations. In the FMI for co-simulation, not only the model but also the solution algorithm is included in the exported code.

Master algorithms can then define points in time where participating FMUs exchange data and control this data exchange. In addition to the C-code file, an FMU contains an XML file with the definition of input and output variables and other model information. Further C-functions for the setup of co-simulation minions or execution of model equations and optional data such as icons or documentation are also included in the zip file (extension “.fmu”) which finally constitutes a complete FMU. In the current version of the standard (FMI 2.0, see [69, 70]), the interfaces for model exchange and co-simulation are unified. Additional features such as getting and setting an FMU state (thus potentially enabling rollback) are introduced, but not mandatory for tools that support the FMI. Input and output dependencies of variables and their derivatives (important for algebraic loop detection) or Jacobian information (potentially needed for implicit integration methods or linearization) can also be included in an FMU.
The great potential and renown but also drawbacks and possibilities for improvements are assessed in an empirical survey [71]. Some of the main difficulties are accounted for by the optional features of the FMI, many of which are not supported by most (in particular open source) tools that often do not even properly define which features they support and which they do not. This hampers the implementation of coupling methods requiring specific functionalities such as simulator rollback, information on derivatives, or input-output dependencies. Another problem regarding discrete event or hybrid co-simulation is the requirement of time passing between two synchronization references, which means that simultaneous events cannot be handled by several exchanges of data at the same time step. This has led to extensions to the FMI standard f.i. by [72], who propose an extension by a procedure returning an upper bound for the FMU’s acceptable step size, thus allowing adaptive master steps without requiring rollback, or [73], who aims to encode different formalisms such as state machines, discrete event, and synchronous dataflow as FMUs. These extensions naturally are not supported by all tools currently supporting the FMI 2.0 itself2.

Different, but similar formalizations for FMU execution are presented in [74, 72, 75]. In all these, the authors argue that the validity of a master algorithm depends on the input-output dependencies inside FMUs, an information often not available as it is not required in the FMU description according to the standard alone. [74] present an algorithm based on topological ordering of a graph constructed according to input/output dependencies and further information such as feed-through and reactivity.

3.3 DEVS-based formalisms

The Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) is a formalism to describe hierarchically structured Discrete Event systems based on systems theory. Similarly, the Differential Equation System Specification (DESS) allows the description of ODE systems. Both have been introduced by [76] and combined for the description of hybrid systems to the DEV&DESS (Discrete Event System & Differential Equation System Specification) formalism. On the deepest level of hierarchy, an atomic DEVS can be described as a set of inputs, outputs, states, internal and external transition functions, an output function and a time advance function. Instead of transition functions and the time advance function, an atomic DESS contains a rate of change function corresponding to the right side of an ODE. In contrast to DESS of Moore type, where the output function has only states in its argument, for Mealy type DESS the output function may depend directly on the inputs as well. An atomic DEV&DESS, both are combined, resulting in discrete and continuous inputs, outputs, states, transition and output functions, a rate of change function and, in addition, a state event condition function. Two or more DEVs (or DESS, DEV&DESS respectively) can be combined into a coupled DEVs (or DESS or DEV&DESS), enhancing clarity and supporting modularity. The problem of concurrent events can be tackled by parallel DEVs (P-DEVs), where concurrency is resolved locally in every DEVs. Hybrid P-DEVs (introduced by [77]) are designed to represent discrete and continuous systems as parallel DEV&DESS. Since the DEVs constitutes a formalism, it is software independent. Specific implementations are found in [78, 77, 79, 80].

4 Specific Applications and Developments

This section covers on the one hand specifically implemented frameworks for co-simulation (Section 4.1) and on the other hand developments for a particular model description (hybrid systems in Section 4.2, FEM in Section 4.3) or application (Section 4.4).

4.1 Frameworks

The introduction of frameworks has become more and more popular to allow easy “plug-and-play” co-simulation. However, many frameworks have again been designed motivated by a specific problem or area of application, such as building simulation [81], automotive systems [82], traffic [83], multi-domain physical [84] or cyber-physical systems [85] and are limited to the co-simulation of certain tools, leaving gaps aimed to be filled by further developments. What is more is that these seemingly simple “enablers” of co-simulation bear the risk that systems are not properly checked for stability properties but rashly coupled, which can be amended by notwithstanding mindful consideration and inspection of every user.

2 A complete list of tools supporting the FMI 2.0 can be found on https://fmi-standard.org/tools/
Many recent, independent developments respect the
FMI standard [86, 87, 88, 89]. [68] even utilizes the
HLA as well as the FMI. An implementation of a frame-
work extending the FMI to allow hybrid co-simulation
is found in [90, 91], see also Section 4.2, where these
can be found along further frameworks that are specifi-
cally tailored to support hybrid co-simulation.

Other frameworks implement multi-threading with
FMUs by deployment on a cluster (as in [86]) or on
multiple-core machines [87], by which supra-linear
speedup can be achieved.

4.2 Hybrid (co-)simulation

Hybrid systems – in the sense of combined continu-
ous time (CT) and discrete event (DE) systems – have
been an ever-present challenge of special interest within
modeling and simulation. Only recently, co-simulation
has emerged as a possible solution approach that brings
along advantages but also approach-specific complica-
tions. Although several investigations considered in this
section are not focused on co-simulation, the peculiar-
ities as well as methods for hybrid simulation frequently
apply regardless whether the combination of DE with
CT approaches is realized via co-simulation or inte-
grated models.

This pertains for instance to [92], who presents an
overview of phenomena in hybrid simulation reported
in the literature: event handling, run-time equation
processing, discontinuous state changes, event itera-
tion, chattering, and comparing Dirac pulses. These,
of course, are equally important issues in hybrid co-
simulation. Solutions for event respectively zero cross-
ing detection are addressed by [93] and [94], event or-
dering by [95], chattering avoidance by [96] and [93],
zeno-behavior by [93], and debugging in hybrid simu-
lations by [97].

[98] describes events update schemata and presents
a generic methodology for developing hybrid co-
simulation tools. For a similar purpose, formalisms
have been introduced, f.i. by [99], who proposes the Heterogeneous Flow System Specification (HFSS),
or [94], who formalize the FMI, taking input-output
dependencies and abstraction of functions into re-
gard to create a non-cyclic graph of the overall sys-
tem. [79] present a DEVS wrapper for hybrid co-
simulation of FMUs implemented in MECSYCO using the
DEV&DESS standard.

The work of [75] shall be emphasized at this point,
as they define a range of requirements for hybrid co-
simulation standards along with test components and
acceptance criteria.

In many specific approaches, one part is controlled
respectively set back by the other: methods with the DE
simulation as master are found in [100], CT simulation
is taken as master by [101], and [98] employs both of
these options. [102] present parallel approaches with
potential rollback in both parts. [68] uses an iterative
approach and [103] apply step size control. Compar-
isons of different hybrid simulation approaches can be
found in [104, 105, 106] and [107], who compare plat-
forms rather than approaches per se.

Prominent applications are various kinds of con-
trolled systems. These seem predestined as hybrid sys-
tems due to their common representation by a con-
tinuous time system with a discrete control [108, 79,
101]. Specific applications range from power systems
[102, 105], networked control systems [104, 107], volt-
age distribution control ([109], tanks with controller
[101, 79], room temperature control [108] and man-
ufacturing systems [110] to cyberphysical systems in
general [91].

Especially developed frameworks are FIIDE by [90],
SAHISim by [68] (see also Section 4.1), CODIS by
[98], an adaption of the Crescendo tool to combine
Overture and 20-sim by [100], and a systematic ap-
proach for multi-level simulation by [110]. [102] con-
sider the EPOCHS and GECO framework in their re-
view of simulation methods of both communication and
power systems. [111] propose a conceptual structura-
tion of co-simulation frameworks consisting of the fol-
lowing five generic layers: conceptual (generic struc-
ture), semantic (interaction), syntactic (formalization),
dynamic (execution, synchronization), and technical
(implementation details, evaluation).

Recent developments in particular are utilizing the
FMI in their solution approaches for hybrid systems
[109, 68, 108, 75, 90, 79, 95, 103]. As the FMI by it-
self proves insufficient to satisfy requirements for hy-
brid co-simulation (see f.i. [112], [108] and cf. [75]),
proposals for extensions to the FMI standard are given
in [94, 91].

4.3 Coupled simulation of FEM models

Co-simulation of FEM models amongst themselves is
covered by ([113, 114]). Others couple FEM with other
models, such as multibody ([115], BEM ([116]) or cir-
cuit models ([117]). The developments focus on spe-
cific kinds of applications such as fluid-structure in-
teraction ([118, 116]), electro-thermal systems ([119, 117]) or vehicle dynamics ([115]). Most approaches in this area of application are either plainly sequential ([117, 118, 116]) or iterative ones ([119, 115, 113]).

4.4 Application-specific research

Many publications describe very specific applications that do not necessarily offer potential to aid general developments. Nevertheless, examples such as coupling methods for flow simulation [120], the development of a Functional Mockup Unit (FMU) in EnergyPlus for loose coupling co-simulation of Jacobi type with an EnergyPlus master [121], coupling MATLAB/Simulink with GENSYS using TCP/IP and S-functions for the simulation of rail traction vehicles [122], co-simulation in real-time hardware applications [123], or a survey on the state of the art in process-machine interactions focusing on metal-working processes [124] convey an idea of the vast field of areas profiting from the concept of co-simulation.

5 Partitioned Multirate Schemes

The introduction of partitioned multirate schemes is motivated by dividing stiff systems of ordinary differential equations into an active and latent part depending on the time constants of the respective subsystems: The active parts need to be integrated with a small step size, the latent parts with a comparatively large step size which is also used as macro time step. Stiffness is thus isolated in the latent parts which can therefore be integrated with an implicit algorithm while the active subsystems can be solved with an explicit solver [125, 126], incorporated in one partitioned solver algorithm. This way, computational effort can be reduced up to 90% [127].

According to [128], applying a multirate scheme is sensible if

- the systems (1) are weakly coupled, meaning
  \[ \left| \frac{\partial f_1}{\partial x_1} \right| \ll \left| \frac{\partial f_1}{\partial x_2} \right| \quad \text{and} \quad \left| \frac{\partial f_2}{\partial x_1} \right| \ll \left| \frac{\partial f_2}{\partial x_2} \right| \]
- “the activity levels are widely separated”, meaning the micro steps are much smaller than the macro steps
- the activity is concentrated on a small part, meaning there are much less subcircuits in the active system

While the division into a system like (1) is mostly done “by hand” or even assumed to be given initially [127, 129], several approaches include automatic partitioning of the system (depending on step size comparisons, asymptotic behavior, precision of extrapolated values or error estimates), which is sometimes renewed after every macro step [125, 130, 131].

The regarded multirate schemes range from one-step (f.i. [132], who are co-simulating partitioned electrical networks with a w-multirate method or [133], who present an adaptive multirate strategy with a two-stage second-order Rosenbrock method) to multi-step methods [134] and variants [135] including slowest first [136, 125, 129], fastest first [131] and compound methods [126, 129]. Adaptive approaches have been developed by [133] and [137], who control the step size of both micro and macro steps.

Detailed investigations on stability properties of different multirate schemes are found in [138, 134, 129, 139]. [133] conduct error estimates for Rosenbrock methods depending on integration and interpolation orders which are utilized in the adaption of the step size. [140] conduct error analysis for the BDF compound-fast multirate method presented in [129].

While hierarchical structures have up to now been mostly neglected in classical integrate-and-collaborate co-simulation (cf. Section 6.1 from [2]), they have long been introduced for partitioned schemes: [134] already consider three different step sizes. [136] do not restrict the number of levels as long as these show “triangular” dependencies – i.e., equations can be ordered so that System 1 does not depend on values from any other subsystems, System 2 may only depend on values from Systems 1 and 2 and so on. [128] develops an approach suitable for an arbitrary number of activity levels that does not actually restrict dependencies but acknowledges that the partitioning only makes sense for weakly coupled systems, meaning relatively small magnitudes of dependencies (measured by the derivative of the right hand side by the respective state variables, see below).

An apt summary of limitations of multirate methods has been formulated by [29]:

(…) if the mechatronic system is modelled according to the weakly coupled strategy, these multirate integration methods cannot be applied directly due to their particular features:
1. They introduce modifications in the integration schemes, something that is not possible in commercial off-the-shelf modeling and simulation tools used for weakly coupled co-simulation. For example, the aforementioned block diagram simulators and multibody system simulation packages offer their own set of integration schemes that cannot be modified.

2. They assume that the coarse and refined time-grids are equidistant and synchronized, which means that the large stepsize $H$ is a multiple of the small stepsize $h$. This condition cannot be guaranteed in weakly coupled co-simulations if one or more subsystems are integrated with a variable time-step integrator, since the stepsize control algorithms of the different commercial simulation environments cannot be synchronized.

3. They mitigate the unstable behavior caused by the explicit extrapolation of some equation terms by introducing implicit schemes, which involve some kind of iterative process. Again, off-the-shelf simulation tools such as block diagram simulators do not allow this kind of iteration with other simulation tools.

6 General Information

In this section, general strategies for coupling methods ([34]), validation and verification of co-simulation ([55]) and results from a survey by [141] on the state of the art in co-simulation, including challenges in discrete event, continuous time and hybrid co-simulation, are summarized.

[34] present guidelines for an effective gluing algorithm, aiming to "execute coupled system simulation without sacrificing the integrity of subsystem modeling and solution and to maintain the efficacy of the overall results." They state that such an algorithm has to be

- **Sticky:** The inter-connection relations between subdomains should be well satisfied, i.e. coupling between subdomains should be resolved and captured.

- **Green:** It should not contaminate subdomain solution strategy. The integrity of the individual model and solution methods should be maintained. Minimum modification of the original solution scheme is desired.

- **Inexpensive:** The overhead should be minimized.

- **Pretty:** The results should be pretty; that is, the overall solution should be numerically correct within the bounds of the desired accuracy. [34]

Chapter 6 of [55] is dedicated to validation and verification of co-simulation. In general, validation is about whether the conceptual model describes the regarded system accurately, verification about the correct implementation and simulation of the conceptual model. [55] has verified her co-simulation by: static verification (structural properties of the code) and dynamical verification (exact synchronization and data transfer tested by varying of time constants).

Validation for coupled simulation is tricky as for different simulation tools oftentimes only different validation approaches exist and comparison with mono-simulation might not be expedient as modeling and simulation of the same system in only one (and hence different for at least one subsystem) simulator could yield different results due to the differences in the simulation tools. [55] apply a method based on inter-model comparison, using only one simulator for mono- and co-simulation.

[141] provide a survey on state-of-the-art techniques for co-simulation, starting by the introduction of a formalization similar to DEVS ([76]). As challenges specific to DE co-simulation, [141] name causality (especially for parallel execution with the possibility of rollback), determinism and confluence (the same results for all possible interleavings of executions), dynamic structure (varying dependencies), and distribution. Fulfillment of algebraic constraints and algebraic loops (closed-loop feed-through in input-output dependencies), which are of special interest for coupled DAE systems, are named as typical challenges in CT co-simulation next to consistent initialization, compositional convergence (error control), compositional stability, compositional continuity (discontinuities in input trajectories due to extrapolation), and real-time constraints. Formalization of hybrid (CT/DE) co-simulation is considered a non-trivial task and thus not given specifically. However, the idea is explained and specific challenges are given, the latter being semantic adaptation (the choice of wrappers depends on the
co-simulation scenario); predictive step sizes (fixed step sizes will miss events, adaptive approaches require detailed information on the subsystems); event location (related to step size prediction, requires information for prediction or rollback functionality); discontinuity identification; discontinuity handling (re-initializing might cause others and not terminate, energy conservation has to be respected); algebraic loops, legitimacy (infinite events at the same time step), and zeno behavior (infinite, consecutive events in ever decreasing intervals but in a bounded time frame, hard to detect in hybrid co-simulation); stability (issues of different origin; further analysis required); theory of DE approximated states (error bounds for the DE part) and establishing a standard for hybrid co-simulation. A taxonomy of a broad selection of literature on co-simulation has revealed the following most observed non-functional requirements: accuracy, protection of intellectual property and performance. Extensibility is among the least observed. Within framework requirements, least observed are dynamic structure co-simulation, interactive visualization, multi-rate, algebraic coupling, and partial/full strong coupling support. In general, they find that there is a lack of research in methods which are both DE and CT based and in leveraging features from simulation units.

7 Conclusion

This paper has given insights on various developments in the area of multirate and co-simulation, therein common methods, standards and frameworks. While there are broad areas of application and research, most investigations and developments are specialized on a certain kind of underlying equation system and may demand restrictions on the manner of coupling. This is not altogether surprising, as special problems come with specialized demands on their solution, which leads us to the most important conclusion to be drawn from this survey: that the choice for the one or the other method cannot be made globally but depends on the underlying system, the status of model development, know-how and interdisciplinarity of the team of developers.

This holds true for selecting special coupling algorithms – see f.i. [43], who show that depending on the system, even higher order extrapolation or higher macro step sizes can yield more stable results – as well as determining whether or not to approach a problem via co-simulation at all: For instance, the disadvantage mentioned in [80] that integration of hybrid aspects on the semantic level is not possible with their chosen co-simulation approach (in comparison to a DEV&DESS-based solution) could for some use cases be seen as advantage, as co-simulation does not require detailed insight and understanding of the partial models’ description but allows them to be developed independently by experts in the corresponding domain or field. With regard to the additional capabilities or intrusions into subsystem simulators which would be required for rollbacks in co-simulation, this is a minor requirement of insight in comparison to the renewed formalization of every participating model.

In addition, we can observe that, while sensible for the reasons given above, restriction of investigations to systems fulfilling certain requirements holds a few risks: There exist several software tools allowing the more or less easy coupling of certain simulators. Unfortunately, these are often used without further investigation on the consequences regarding numerical stability – such as, for example, testing the system and used algorithms for the requirements necessary to guarantee stability. This, among others, holds true for hierarchical or nested co-simulation, which is allowed by some tools and even, although scarcely, performed, but has only recently been investigated regarding consistency and stability [142, 2].

The restriction to cases with special requirements also leaves a lot of unexploited methods for further investigations. Likewise does the pressing topic of hybrid co-simulation, for which promising developments are in progress in the research groups around the authors of [75, 91, 143]. We conclude with the observation in the words of [29] that “it is not possible to find an optimal general purpose co-simulation method”, which leaves co-simulation as ever present topic of interest with plenty of open research questions to be addressed in the future.
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